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RULES OF OPERATION  
February 15th, 2024 

The entered area (Balaton Park Circuit or BPC) is an event facility with a racetrack and 
additional areas provided to be used by motorised vehicles. Attention is drawn to the particular 
dangers connected with motor sports, caused by the behaviour and/or possible mistakes of 
racing drivers, other visitors and/or the visitor as such.  

General 

1. The Balaton Park Circuit is used at own risk. Parents assume liability for their children.  

2. Unauthorized persons are not allowed to enter the pit lane, the pit building, as well as the 
security areas. It is also prohibited to climb over fences, open locked doors, and/or cross 
other barriers or delimitations.  

3. The whole territory of the circuit is a private property. The area is being monitored 24/7 by 
security personnel using CCTV. 

4. All vehicles must observe a 20 km/h speed limit on all service, access, and connecting roads 
and in the paddock. 

5. Visitors must follow the instructions of the Balaton Park Circuit personnel. Persons under the 
influence of alcohol or drugs may be expelled from the area.  

6. No alcohol and smoking are allowed to under 18 year olds. 

7. Smoking in the buildings, pit garages, and pit lane is strictly prohibited. Smoking is only 
allowed at the marked designated locations. 

8. Parking is only allowed on designated areas. Unlawfully parked vehicles will be removed at 
the owner’s expense.  

9. Within the area of the Balaton Park Circuit, the Hungarian traffic regulations in force apply. 

10. The entire Balaton Park Circuit is to be kept clean. Waste is to be disposed of in the bins 
provided therefore. For answering the call of nature, the toilets provided are to be used.  

11. Dogs may only be brought into the paddock area in an animal carrier or on a leash and 
kept closely by their owner. Other animals are not permitted. 

12. The racetrack, including service routes, as well as the pit lane may be entered solely with 
the clear and direct approval of official Balaton Park Circuit personnel only. 

13. Bringing along fireworks, Bengal lights, incendiary compositions, sticks, poles, parasols, 
bottles, rocks, objects that may be used as cut and thrust weapons and weapons of any kind 
is prohibited. Security staff is entitled to take away any such items at entry to the venue, by 
inspecting either bags and containers of any kind and/or personal clothes. 

14. No racing engines may be run before 08:00 or after 19:00. 
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15. It is prohibited to make noise beyond the times 8.00 - 19.00. Driving on the racetrack 
beyond these times is allowed only with the direct and written approval of the Balaton Park 
Circuit officials and with the registered vehicles only. 

16. Night time peace is to be observed between 10.00 pm – 6.00 am.  

17. It is prohibited to repair vehicles in the viewers’ area or in the car park. Repairs of vehicles 
in the paddock may be carried out only if it is made sure that no environmental pollution is 
caused by leakages and that there is no noise pollution (in particular no disturbance of night 
time peace).  

18. All users of the pit garages and paddock area for vehicle repairs must ensure that they 
maintain cleanliness and prevent any contamination of the environment. This includes, but is 
not limited to, properly containing and disposing of fluids, debris, and waste materials. 
Protective measures such as drip pans, absorbent materials, and appropriate storage 
containers must be utilized to prevent spills and leaks. Any spills should be promptly cleaned 
up to ensure a safe and clean working environment for all.   

19. The use of an unmanned machines, drones and other air vehicles (either remotely controlled 
or autonomous) is only allowed by the approval of the Balaton Park Circuit officials on the 
entire area of the facility. 

20. It is not allowed to route cables or hoses without the direct approval of BPC officials. 

21. The sale of food, beverages, accessories, souvenirs, clothes etc. is prohibited on the entire 
area of BPC. The distribution of advertising material of any kind such as e.g. advertising 
matter, leaflets, brochures, test samples, paper pennants etc. is subject to the written 
approval by BPC personnel. 

22. The causer is liable for damage to the facilities of BPC. In particular, it is strictly prohibited to 
drill holes and affix any material, stickers, and/or banners on any buildings (pit building, 
facades, walls, fences, barriers, lighting installations, kiosks, masts and roofs and outside 
facilities). It is also prohibited to paint and draw on the facilities. 

23. Never leave children or animals in a closed, unventilated car. 

24. Taking out hazardous waste from the area of the Balaton Park Circuit is strictly prohibited 
(for example: used tires, car parts, fuel cans, etc.). 

25. Participants must read and adhere to the rules and requirements posted in each pit garage. 

26. It is not allowed to use the paddock and pit boxes electricity network for EV charging. 
Dedicated chargers are located near the main entrance (fees apply).  

27. All drivers and passengers are required to sign a waiver declaration containing rules and 
expected behavior on track. 

28. BPC is not responsible for any thefts, damaging and/or loss of any equipment or material 
left or stored at the circuit. 
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Accessibility Information  

1. Parking is possible at the designated parking area, please follow the information boards. 

2. There are elevators at the Main Building and Tower A (at the restaurant). 

3. Accessible toilets can be found at the ground floor of the Main Building and at the first floors 
of Towers A & B. 

4. The accessible viewing areas are located at the first floor of Tower A. 

Balaton Park Circuit personnel will be happy to assist with any issues.  

Every participant must be aware: Motorsport is dangerous! 

(Errors and changes reserved) 
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